on Einstein's simultaneity Gedankenexperiment, in which * \ % I present a version of the argument free of the flaws to be found in that given by Einstein. White thinks I go too far, that no reformulation is necessary; Walton, that I don't go far enough, and that i the inconsistencies in Einstein's exposition are 'irreconcilable'. I r shall try to explain why I think both are mistaken. White takes me to have argued that an observer at the midpoint M' of the train 'judges A and B as occurring on the embankment to be non-simultaneous' and thus 'not to be making a judgment about A and B relative to the train frame'. Presumably this is why he says that I take Einstein 'to be demonstrating a relativity of simultaneity as somehow obtainable between inertial frames' and that I think of the signals 'as somehow standing outside the train reference system'; and presumably why I need reminding that an inertial frame is 'extendable to all time and space', that is that it provides a time and a place for all events.
All this ignores my description of the conclusion of the Gedankenexperiment-that 'with respect to the train the lightning flash at B took place earlier than the lightning flash at A'. White's attribution to me of nonsense depends on his failure to note that I use the letters A, B and so on as names not of events but of places. Despite noting that I 'carefully distinguish the points A' and B' where the flashes strike in the train's frame of reference' from the places A and B on the embankment, he attributes to me views which would make sense only on the assumption that I take the letters to refer to events. He says, for example, that I derive 'the non-simultaneity of A' and B' in the train observer's frame' from 'the non-simultaneity of A and B in that frame', as if I suppose that there are not two flashes but four; and suggests that Einstein does not use the primed letters because he does not want to refer to 'two distinct sets of these occurrences'. Perhaps White is not 1 'Relativity and Simultaneity Redux', Philosophy, 68, 1993, 401-4 ; see also White's 'Cohen on Einstein's Simultaneity Gedankenexperiment ', Philosophy, 66, 1991, 245-6. 2 'Cohen on Einstein on Simultaneity ', Philosophy, 70, 1995, 114-8. 3 'Simultaneity and Einstein's Gedankenexperiment ', Philosophy, 64, 1989, 391-6 ; see also my 'Einstein on Simultaneity ', Philosophy, 67, 1992 , 543-8. Philosophy 70 1995 clear himself about the need to distinguish events from places. He says that Einstein uses the letters 'simply to refer to the two lightning strikes as they relate to the two frames'. But that qualifying phrase is either senseless or it means that Einstein uses the letters to refer both to events and the places where they occur. Indeed Einstein does say that 'the events A and B also correspond to positions A and B on the train' (my emphases, MC), a remark that White quotes without comment.
In my note I made it quite clear that I take the letters to refer to places, not events. And while it is not essential for making sense of the Gedankenexperiment that we have a notation which distinguishes the places in one frame where the events occur from the places in the other frame where these same events occur, having such a notation helps to dispel the impression that one frame is specially privileged. I shall however dispense in what follows with explicit references to the places in the train frame where the lightning flashes strike, emphasizing simply that I use A and B to refer to places, not events.
In my note I said that the fact to which Einstein appeals, that the signal from B (the place where one of the lightning flashes strikes the embankment) reaches M' (the midpoint of the train) before that from A (the place where the other flash strikes the embankment) does not show that the events which occur at A and B are non-simultaneous with respect to the frame of M', since M' is moving with respect to A and B and is thus closer to B than to A when it receives the signals. My point was that the non-simultaneous arrival of simultaneous signals from A and B at M' is precisely what classical physics would lead one to expect. What matters for SR-what shows that these events are not simultaneous in the train frame-is that the signals travel the same distance at the same speed to reach M'. But if the signal from B is to reach M' before that from A, then, with respect to the train, M' has not yet reached M at the moment lightning strikes B and has already passed M at the moment lightning strikes A, something that Einstein quite fails to point out.
Gertrud Walton argues that M and M' cannot both be midpoints of the places where the lightning flashes strike in their respective frames. She takes M and M' to be adjacent at the instant of the arrival of the signals, so what she says is perfectly correct for M' so defined. But Einstein's argument defines M' as the place on the train adjacent to M at the moment (with respect to the embankment) when the signals are emitted from A and B, not when they arrive at M. Contrary to what she says then, M and M' are (with respect to the embankment) adjacent at the moment the lightning strikes A and B, and M' is thus equidistant from A and B at that moment.
As I pointed out though, with respect to the train M' has not yet reached M at the moment that lightning strikes B, and has already passed M by the time lightning strikes A. In the train frame, therefore, M is closer than M' to B at the moment lightning strikes B, and closer than M' to A at the moment lightning strikes A. At the moment lightning strikes A, therefore, the distance AM is, with respect to the train, shorter than the distance AM' while these distances are the same with respect to the embankment {mutatis mutandis for BM and BM').
It should not, incidentally, be thought that a certain asymmetry here-that the distance AM is shorter than AM' with respect to the train while it is the same as AM' (not longer) with respect to the embankment-reflects some special status of absolute rest for the embankment: it is merely a consequence of the fact that the lightning flashes strike simultaneously with respect to the embankment.
Walton says that talk of the observer has been 'central to his [Einstein's] procedure of mystification' and appears to doubt my claim that it can be dispensed with. I agree with her that the observer has played an important role in generating an air of paradox around SR. That is why I have avoided the observer in my own account, my modest aim having been to do something towards rescuing the physical theory from the mish-mash of empiricism and conventionalism which has disfigured so much of the discussion.
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